
LOCAL ANAESTHESIA IN OPHTHALMOLOGY 

Sensory supply of the eye: 

1. Ophthalmic branch of trigeminal nerve. 

2. Lacrimal nerve (Conjunctiva). 

3. Nasociliary nerve (Cornea/ sclera/ iris/ ciliary body). 

Parasympathetic supply of the eye: 

 

What does a Local anaesthetic do? 

1. The LA receptors are situated near the Na channels of cell membranes. 

2. Las bind to their specific receptors and cause a decreased depolarization 

of the nerve membrane. 

3. So the impulses are not conducted along the nerve, causing anaesthesia 

and akinesia (restriction of movement). 

What are the types of LA? 

1. Ester type: Procaine/ Xylocaine etc. (Spelling having one I) 

2. Amide type: Lingocaine/ Bupivacaine etc. (Spelling having 2I) 

 

What are the different types of local anaesthesia used in ophthalmology? 
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What is the preferred LA in Topical and Regional anaesthesia? 

1. Topical Anaesthesia: Lingocaine 4%/ Paracaine/ Benoxinate. 

2. Regional anaesthesia: 

LA used Advantage 

5 ml Lingocaine 2% Early onset of action 

5 ml Bupivacaine 0.75% Prolonged efficacy 

Adrenaline 1:200,000 dilution Reduction of bleeding during surgery 

Hyaluronidase 75 units Diffusion of LA into orbit 

 

Describe how the regional blocks are performed? 

Type of block Procedure 
Peribulbar 

block 
 Topical anaesthesia is instilled into the conjunctival sac. 

 The patient is placed supine with the eyes looking straight 
ahead. 

 A 25 gauge 2.5 cm disposable needle is inserted 
transconjunctivally/ transcutaneously at the junction of medial 
2/3rd and lateral 1/3rd of lower eyelid parallel to the orbital floor 
to about 2.5 cm. 

 Gentle aspiration of the syringe is done to confirm that the 
needle is not inserted into a blood vessel. 

 5 ml of LA mixture is injected into the lateral adipose tissue of 
the orbit. 
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 Pressure is applied to the site for a couple of minutes. 

 
 Then the 2nd injection is given with a further 3ml of LA mixture to 

a depth of 2.5 cm, just medial to the middle canthus. 

 
 Pressure is applied for a couple of minutes. 



 
 A Honan’s pressure cuff is applied for about 15 minutes.  

 
 

Retrobulbar 
block 

 A 25 gauze 3.5 cm disposable needle is used to enter 
transcutaneously at the junction of medial 2/3rd and lateral 1/3rd 
of the lower eyelid margin. 

 It is inserted directly backwards to about 15 mm. 

 
 Then the needle is angled upwards and medially towards the 



apex of the orbit. 

 

 
 As the needle pierces the intermuscular septum between LR and 

IR, the “feel” is altered. 

 After aspiration 2-4 ml of anaesthetic is injected. 

Parabulbar/ 
Sub Tenon 

block 

Remember: 

 Tenon’s capsule is the anterior extension of the visceral layer of 
dura investing the optic nerve.  

 Therefore, the sub-Tenon’s space is continuous with the subdural 
space and is an anatomical pathway from the limbus to the 
retrobulbar space.  

 Because the conjunctiva fuses with Tenon’s capsule 2 to 3 mm 
behind the limbus, the sub-Tenon’s space can be accessed easily 
through a scissor snip made there. 



 
 
 Cauterising the space before incision is extremely helpful in limiting 

both the risk of subconjunctival haemorrhage and that of an 
unintended extension of the incision.  

 Use a pair of spring scissors to make a small (0.5 mm long) snip 
incision through both the conjunctiva and Tenon’s capsule, 2 to 3 
mm behind the limbus in the inferomedial quadrant of the globe.  

 

 Use a specially designed blunt cannula to inject the anaesthetic. 
Mount the cannula on a syringe containing the anaesthetic solution. 

 Pass the cannula through the snip incision. The incision should fit 
tightly around the cannula. 

 Advance the cannula backwards with its tip touching and following 



the curvature of the globe all the way to the retrobulbar space. As 
the equator is passed, the hand and syringe need to rotate away 
from the globe so that the cannula tip stays in the space. Inject the 
anaesthetic carefully. 

 

Facial block  Facial block is not required in most of the cases, but it is 
necessary in case of a retrobulbar anaesthesia. 

 2 techniques are available for facial block: 
a. Van Lint technique:  

A needle is inserted subcutaneously outside the lateral 
canthus and advanced upwards towards the brow and 
downwards towards the infraorbital foramen; injecting along 
both the paths. 

 
b. O’Brien technique: 

The needle is inserted at the dorsal rim of the mandible near 
the tragus of the ear and LA is injected around it to block the 
facial nerve and its branches. 



 
Frontal block  It is used in ptosis surgery because frontal nerve supplies the 

upper eyelid. 

 This injection is performed by feeling for the supraorbital notch 
and directing the needle toward it and injecting LA (about 2 ml). 

 

 
 



Uses of various techniques in ophthalmologic operations 

Technique Operation 
Topical  Procedures of superficial cornea and conjunctiva. 

 Phaco-emulsification in cooperative patients. 

 Prior to regional blocks. 

Peribulbar block  Cataract surgery, 

 Glaucoma surgery, 

 Keratoplasty, 

 Vitreoretinal surgery. 

 Strabismus surgery. 
Retrobulbar block 
and Facial block 

 All intraocular surgeries. 

Parabulbar/  Sub 
Tenon block 

All intraocular surgeries. 
Advantages: 

 Completely avoid vascular and optic nerve injury. 

 Requires less volume of LA. 

 Provides better anaesthesia to iris and anterior 
segment. 

Disadvantage: 
Greater postoperative morbidity. 

Frontal block Ptosis surgery. 
 


